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Oerdak – Poem in Progress is a portrait of the creation of a poem by poet Elmar Kuiper. The film is not only about the
process of creation itself, but also about how Elmar relates to his bilingual background.
He grew up with the Friesian language, but is bilingual in his head.
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Oerdak – Poem in Progress
Oerdak – Poem in Progress is an unusual 30-minute Friesian Dutch documentary about the
promising Friesian-Dutch poet Elmar Kuiper.
The film is a portrait about the poet’s approach. From the very first words through the audible
commentary and self-reflection right up to the final completion of the Dutch-language poem and
its public recitation.
The film is not only about the creative process in itself, but also about how Elmar comes to terms
with his bilingual self. He grew up with Friesian, but is bilingual in his head. After several
anthologies in the Friesian language, his first Dutch-language anthology appeared recently.
The creative approach of Elmar Kuiper is typified by his cycle rides between the several places
where he works. The film shows how the poet finds peace and inspiration in the Friesian
landscape.
Oerdak – Poem in Progress is a cinematographic, and poetic documentary focusing on detail,
rhythm and tranquillity. The viewer is given a unique opportunity to see the birth of a poem.
Pim Zwier (1970) was trained as a teacher in drawing and crafts and studied at the Piet Zwart
Institute in Rotterdam. Zwier worked for several initiatives for visual art in the public space and
works as a filmmaker and visual artist.
Director Pim Zwier has made some beautiful and succesful films. His short documentary
Bidcatcher won Best Documentary Award at the Finnish Tampere Film Festival 2008 and was
nominated in the NPS New Arrivals Competition. The short documentary Jolanda 23 was
nominated for the UIP Award during the International Film Festival Rotterdam and won the prize
for best short documentary at the Lago Film Festival, Italy. His short film Sutrapeze premiered at
the International Film Festival Rotterdam 2010.
Elmar Kuiper (1969) is a psychiatric nurse, visual artist and poet. He has published one collection
of poems, Hertbyt (2004), which earned him a nomination for the Fedde Schurerprijs, a prize for
Friesian debut writers. A selection of his Friesian poems appeared at the end of 2006 in Dutch
translation, under the title Roep de rottweiler op!/Call the rottweiler! Last January the anthology
Hechtzwaluwen/Clinging Swallows appeared. Hechtzwaluwen is nominated for this years C.
Bunnigh prize, an award for best Dutch poetry debut.
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Director Pim Zwier about Oerdak – Poem in Progress
My years of friendship with Elmar have made it possible to follow the development of his poetry
from close by. The friendship also made it possible for me to get close to him with a camera and, as a
result, to acquire a very special insight into the birth of a poem: into his choices and despair. The
film also reflects the affection I feel for the Friesian language. I was not born there, but I did grow up
in Friesland and it is a language that sounds familiar to me.
I have become a lover of Elmar’s work in which association plays an important role. He combines
words one never otherwise sees together, for instance “Hechtzwaluwen/Clinging Swallows”, the title
of his latest anthology, and these combinations seem at first sight ordinary and commonplace, but are
in reality surprising and very rich. His poetry can give me the impression that a sentence has ended,
but unexpectedly continues on the next line and takes a turn. If I start reading a poem, I don’t know
where it will take me, but on the way it evokes all kinds of associations and images. The associative
power of Elmar’s poetry evokes intense experiences and visual effects.
The film is my portrayal of the thoughts that Elmar turns into words. I use images to reflect the
abstraction of the thought into a series of physical actions (writing, cycling, recitation), material
aspects (texture of the poet’s skin, the paper of the booklets and the drawings) and impressions of
the direct surroundings in which they came about (the living room/study, the library in Leeuwarden
and the Friesian landscape).

OERDAK/ Netherlands / 2010 / 30' / 16:9 / Dolby prologic / Dutch and Friesian spoken / Dutch
or English subtitling
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